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Rui A. Costa

Message
from the
founders
2019 was definitely a special year, in which we continued to
pursue one of our major goals: to improve everybody’s quality of life. We’ve successfully started developing 15 new R&I
projects. We had our most remarkable presence in the world’s
leading event on Smart Cities, the Smart City Expo World
Congress in Barcelona. We have started to create and share
our own Stories, that express our vision and experience in the
areas that we’ve been working on. We have established new
partnerships. We have grown as a team. We have transformed
ourselves.
Day by day, our dreams keep turning into a reality. Our team
of more than 60 talented and enthusiastic people push themselves every single day so that we can achieve our ambition of
becoming an international reference in Smart Cities. With all
of our employees, partners and friends, we can assure that the
best is yet to come and we still have a long path ahead of us.
All the best,
Ubiwhere’s Founders
Nuno Ribeiro

(Rui A. Costa & Nuno Ribeiro)
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About us
Founded in 2007, Ubiwhere is focused on Research,
Development and Innovation of software-based solutions
in the areas of Smart Cities, Telecom and Future Internet, plus New Technologies. As an innovative and technological company, the skills of our team are one of our
differentiating factors. Our team (60+ employees, more
than 90% with a Master’s degree), is one of the pillars of
the company’s success and is prepared to face the biggest challenges in the market. Ubiwhere cooperates with
leading technology companies which value our partnership and recognise Ubiwhere’s large-scale contribution to
their creative and innovative projects. We’re committed to
ensuring the best practices at quality management level
holding certifications such as ISO 9001 and CMMI-Dev
Level 3.
We have the innate desire of changing the World, the reason why we create, design and develop solutions which
aim at improving everyone’s lives.

From
Portugal
to the
world

2019

Our company was founded in 2007. Choosing where to establish ourselves meant strategic thinking. We wanted to be in
technological places and align that with a strong entrepreneurial spirit. Therefore, we set up our offices in Aveiro and
Coimbra, to be close to prestigious universities and to reputed
international companies that are well-known all over the world.
We believe we have the best experts working alongside us and
that we are surrounded by a great environment full of livelihood
and energy, with creative and dedicated people who want to
succeed and give their best every day.

Aveiro

Coimbra

Since our early days (concretely September 2007), our headquar-

We have been in Coimbra since 2013, concretely at Instituto

ters have been in Aveiro, a city well known for its technical back-

Pedro Nunes (IPN), already awarded the best business incubator

ground, with competitive companies with whom we have strong

in the world. Just like in Aveiro, we wanted to leverage the prox-

partnerships and long-lasting strategic relationships. We also like to

imity to the University of Coimbra and its transfer of technology.

stay in touch with creative talents from the University of Aveiro and

We believe in the potential of motivated students and in young

work alongside them.

and outstanding talent.
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World
Presence

Alkmaar

Cologne

Lisboa

Rio Maior

Almada

Columbia

Loulé

Riverside

Antwerp

Copenhagen

Lucca

Singapore

Aveiro

Coruche

Luxembourg

Sintra

Baltimore

Évora

Madrid

Summit County

Barcelona

Guimarães

Mexico City

Trikala

Barreiro

Hamburg

Papagayo

Torreón

Belgrado

Helsinki

Pioneer Valley

Viana de Castelo

Birmingham (US)

Howard County

Porto

Vienna

Bristol

Lagoa

Raleigh

Wolfsburg

Cape Town

Leiria

Richmond

Zagreb

44 cities around the
world are running our
innovative and unique
solutions. Take a closer
look.
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Purpose
& Values
Purpose
Create and develop innovative and solid products that have a
positive impact on people’s quality of life.

Values
Ambition in setting objectives, in value creation.
Responsibility to society, employees, customers, and partners.
Sustainable development and respect for the environment.
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Moments
as a team
Each of our team members plays a
key role in Ubiwhere’s continuous
growth and recognition. And
that’s why we always give
our best to surprise them,
to ensure they feel happy,
motivated and thrilled to
come to work every day.
On the first Monday of each month, we get together for a working breakfast meant to fulfill several goals:
• introduce and welcome new Ubi-members;
• present and discuss current and upcoming projects;

In May, we gathered once again for a teambuilding day, filled

• organize informal training sessions led by our team members.

with different kinds of activities. We travelled together from
Aveiro to Porto and started the day by completing several group
dynamics, with the goal of strengthening our bonds and getting to
know better the colleagues with whom we don’t work that often.
After that, we had quite a tasty lunch, a Portuguese traditional

Each time we receive a new colleague, we give them a warm

dish called Francesinha. With our bellies full, we headed to

and unforgettable first day. This year, we’ve completely

the most exciting part of the day: the escape room. We were

changed Ubiwhere’s welcoming kit. We’ve turned it into a box,

divided into teams, each with the goal of cooperatively investi-

but it represents much more. It gathers the key elements to

gating clues, solving puzzles and accomplishing tasks to unlock

start a new journey at Ubiwhere and makes them feel part of

the exit door of a thematic room, in a specific amount of time.

this home.

Despite its difficulty, it was everyone’s favourite time of this day!
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O

ne of the most meaningful
moments of 2019 happened
on the day of our 12th anniver-

As the perfect way to finish 2019, Ubi-

sary. We created a Ubiwhere’s

where organised a Christmas dinner.

Booklet, with all of our employees, who

It was one of the most awaited times of

could collect their cards (each card was

the year, considering that we celebrate

an Ubi-member) by completing a set of

Ubi-Awards, a tradition we had cre-

weekly challenges.

ated to reward some of our employees’

There were interactive moments, games

particularities, such as Ms. Shopaholic,

and quizzes, creating very fun weeks,

Mr. Pixel-Perfect or Mr. Dreamer. We

where everyone only thought and talked

believe these are the details that make us

about one thing: completing the booklet

stronger and more versatile. There was

of cards, a moment that will be in the

also time for karaoke, dancing, and for

memory of the whole team.

our traditional Secret Santa gift exchange.

It has definitely been an
unforgettable year and we
are sure that each one of
us holds memories of the
people who have been by
our side during a year full
of new challenges and
achievements, and with
the certainty that 2020
will be even better.
25
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Highlights
March/April

The official launch of a Mobile App developed for Water Pavilion @ Porto

Take a look at our technological
crusade of 2019.

2019

July/August
TowerXchange Meetup Americas @ Miami
5th International Tourism Conferences @ Águeda

September
ICT Proposers’ Day @ Helsinki
Ubiwhere’s 12th Anniversary
European projects approved: CufIoT4AHA (ACTIVAGE Open Call),
DEMETER
IBC @ Amsterdam

ETSI appoints Ubiwhere’s Smart Cities R&I Manager as its Vice-Chairman @ cross-cutting

October

Context Information Management working group

GITEX Technology Week @ Dubai

TowerXchange Meetup Europe @ London

AIOTI Signature Event: IoT Through the Looking Glass @ Brussels

European Conference on Connected and Automated Driving @ Brussels

Techdays @ Aveiro
FIWARE Global Summit @ Berlin
ITS World Congress @ Singapore

May

European project approved: POCITYF
IoT World Congress @ Barcelona

Smart Cities and Communities 1st Open Meeting held by Ubiwhere and ETSI @ Brussels
Portugal Smart Cities Summit @ Lisbon
Small Cells World Summit @ London

November
Web Summit @ Lisbon
Smart City Expo World Congress @ Barcelona

January

June

Connected Smart Cities Conference @ Brussels

Guimarães 5G Ready (Smartlamppost’s Official Presentation) @ Guimarães

European Big Data Value Forum @ Helsinki

FITUR @ Madrid

Smart PAYT Presentation @ Ubiwhere

Portugal Mobi Summit @ Cascais

Release of 2018 Annual Report - Volume II

Polis Network Annual Conference @ Brussels

BDV PPP Meetup @ Riga

European projects approved: 5GZorro, NEANIAS

Broadcast Asia @ Singapore

Polis Network Annual Conference @ Brussels

February

European Utility Week @ Paris

Release of Forecast 2019

Velo-city Conference @ Dublin

Release of 2018 Annual Report - Volume I

5G World Event @ London

Smart Cities Tour @ Aveiro

Major Cities of Europe @ Venice

December

Mobile World Congress @ Barcelona

European project approved: drEven (VICINITY Open Call)

Smart Cities and Communities 2nd Open Meeting held by Ubiwhere

Waste in Progress @ Girona

EuCNC @ Valencia

and ETSI @ Brussels

MICAM @ Milano

IoT Week @ Aarhus

Ubiwhere joined ERTICO

CO-FUNDED:
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Smart City
Expo World
Congress
This year, we broke down all barriers and presented ourselves with the
largest stand ever, a 120m2 booth in
the central district, and as one of the
Industry Partners of the event, alongside
companies like Huawei, Microsoft, Cisco
or Deloitte.
There were more than 1,000 exhibitors
and 700 cities represented at the 9th
edition of the Smart City Expo World
Congress in Barcelona, which brought
together representatives from all over
the world. It was the meeting point for
over 24,000 visitors who attended the
largest global event in the smart cities
sector.

For the 6th time in a row,
Ubiwhere participated at
Smart City Expo World
Congress.
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This year, we wanted to be meticulous. We wanted to look at

From the Urban Platform to the Smartlamppost or our Mobil-

all the details and make a difference. We wanted to value

ity portfolio, we have shown that Ubiwhere’s solutions make

sustainability and show that all the small things can make a

an impact on cities and help make them happier, smarter, and

difference in cities. We put on some sustainable ZOURI Shoes

offering a better quality of life.

made of plastic collected from the oceans. We drank and

25 people from Ubiwhere’s staff flew to Barcelona to show

offered coffee in fully recyclable cups. We reused materials

what we are made of. From concept to construction, from

from previous years to build this year’s stand.

logistics to communication: everything has been designed and

We wanted to show that the motto of the event - “cities made

executed by us. In the end, hearing that our booth was the

of dreams” - can be easily attained with solutions that improve

best at the fair was gratifying enough to confirm that the dream

people’s quality of life.

is just the beginning and that next year will be even better.
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URBAN PLATFORM
Can you imagine having your city as
a single, integrated system?

(Our) Role in
Sustainability
The Urban Platform assists the cities
in meeting the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG), defined by the
United Nations for 2030, by taking

The Urban Platform was created from Ubiwhere’s vision of providing cities with a

into account the Sustainable Cities

holistic view of their urban environment. Made for cities actively looking to contribute

and Communities Indicators from ISO

back to those who manage it and to their inhabitants, Ubiwhere started designing

37120* and 37122**, among other

and developing several solutions for the demanding challenges that smart cities face

indicators. With these goals in mind,

(reducing environmental emissions, improving the energy and mobility efficiency,

the Urban Platform presents itself as

reaching sustainability, among others).

an aggregating solution for the different sectors of a city (mobility, envi-

Easy, intuitive and comprehensive, the Urban Platform offers a global and integrated

ronment, tourism, energy or waste),

view of cities by displaying information of several domains in a customisable dash-

helping to fulfil these goals while

board, according to each client’s preferences:

enhancing the digitization of the city
and integrating other systems.

SINGLE INTEGRATED
SYSTEM

INTEROPERABILITY &
STANDARDISATION

With the integration of the Urban
Platform, cities can turn into a global
reference to suiting the Goals defined

Centralised collection and processing
of data from heterogeneous sources
and city systems.

Seamless integration and standardisation of different kinds of protocols
and standards.

by the United Nations, becoming part
of a global strategy that fosters economic growth, addresses social challenges, encourages responsible use

OCCURRENCES
MANAGEMENT
Integrated and customizable workflows for a more efficient and coordinated response to incidents.

CROSS-DOMAIN
DATA ANALYSIS

SUSTAINABILITY
BY DESIGN
Well-defined metrics to help cities
benchmark their progress towards
the Sustainable Development Goals.

REAL-TIME
INDICATORS

of natural resources and promotes

ever in this event, in which Ubiwhere

of cities, journalists and managers of

sustainable urbanisation practices.

has presented its comprehensive and

big companies. Ubiwhere proved that,

diversified Smart Cities’ portfolio.

through the proper integration of the

For the sixth time in a row, Ubiwhere

With the dedication and commitment

right technology to solve the existing

participated in Smart City Expo World

of everyone, Ubiwhere built a dis-

municipal challenges, the Urban Plat-

Congress, in Barcelona, from the

tinctive space that welcomed hun-

form is a solid solution in the market,

19th to the 21th of November, the

dreds of people every day. The Urban

that is already shaping the industry of

world’s leading event for cities. This

Platform was demonstrated several

Smart Cities.

was definitely the biggest presence

times in real-time to representatives

*ISO 37120: Sustainable Cities and Communities - Indicators for city services and quality of life is an international standard aiming at the devel-

Correlation of information for knowledge extraction, forecasting, reporting and impact assessment.

Dynamic, contextual insights about
the city ecosystem to foster smooth
operations.

opment of sustainable cities that gathers 100 indicators combined in 17 themes designed to assist on measuring the performance and quality of city
services.
**ISO 37122: Sustainable Cities and Communities - Indicators for Smart Cities was drawn to complement ISO 37120 and establishes a set of 80
indicators combined into 18 themes focused on measuring the social, economic and environmental progress of a smart city.
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In this case, Ubiwhere also developed a cus-

Deployments

tomised mobile app where, besides getting
different types of metrics regarding the data
that is collected, the citizens can also get

Municipalities:
Loulé and Guimarães

more information about news and initiatives
regarding sustainability and receive points
through a gamification system. Citizens are

The Urban Platform is already helping cities

also able to trade old items they may have

across the country to become more efficient

with other users, for free, in a marketplace

and citizen-centred, with different deploy-

where they can browse existing items,

ments where it was adapted to each of

declare their interest in them and place

these cities’ specific needs.

their offerings. Businesses in the specified

In Loulé, the Quarteira Lab project, which

area are also involved in the project, and

involved installing multiple types of sen-

they have their specific ranking, once again

sors in a specific area of the city, needed to

promoting sustainable behaviours.

have a centralised cloud platform to collect

The city of Guimarães, on the other hand,

and analyse these different sets of data.

wanted to have a customised solution which

Ubiwhere’s expertise and experience gath-

would let them take advantage of pre-ex-

ered from different products and projects,

isting datasets coming from legacy sources

along with the interoperability aspects that

such as parking gateways or weather sta-

are core to the Urban Platform, made it the

tions, while integrating new ones regarding

perfect solution, capable of accommodating

different domains, such as traffic manage-

products developed by different compa-

ment sensors. In fact, the city is already sit-

nies, using different standards, protocols

ting on top of a valuable amount of data but,

and data models, and by standardizing

until now, it has not had the necessary tools

these data. On the other hand, the city also

to take advantage of it. As in other cities

wanted to be able to show its citizens the

Ubiwhere has worked with, one of the main

advantage of having “smart” infrastructure

problems is that most of this data is scat-

installed in their city.

tered around the different municipal departments, not following any particular standards or data models. Once again, the Urban
Platform’s value proposition is to centralise
this information, leveraging its standardization capabilities, in a single, simple-to-use
and intuitive platform with powerful visualisation and data analytics components.

CO-FUNDED:
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Deployments
Municipality:
Aveiro
Located in the city of Aveiro, close to

accurate idea about how it is currently

Ubiwhere’s headquarters, the Life PAYT

doing against EU’s targets for recycling

project was the first deployment of the

metrics and other such parameters. Fur-

Pay-As-You-Throw solution in collabora-

thermore, the system is being used to tell

tion with the local University and other

the citizens how much they could save if

companies. Comprised of a system where

they were paying the waste-related taxes

citizens are given RFID cards to unlock

based on the waste production measured

the waste containers located in the area,

by the system, instead of having this value

waste container openings are recorded

indexed to their water usage, which is

and communicated to a centralised

what currently happens in Portugal. This

system, which allows the municipality to

is yet another way of incentivising sus-

have detailed data regarding waste pro-

tainable behaviours, by showing citizens

duction for each household. This, in turn,

how they could save money by producing

lets system administrators get a more

less waste and recycling more.

SMART PAYT
In 2019, Ubiwhere proudly hosted
an event for the promotion of the
Smart PAYT product.

D

istinguished representatives of

decoupling the waste taxes attached to

several Portuguese municipal-

their water consumption. The SMART -

ities and leaders of intermu-

Save Money and Reduce Trash - solutions

nicipal entities responsible for

allow the adoption of PAYT solutions

the waste management operation took

across several types of waste contain-

posal equipment, management software

assist municipalities in the implemen-

part in this event. The main goal was to

ers and propitiate a new, optimised and

and a user portal. As urban waste man-

tation of the PAYT system. Cities will

present our product Smart PAYT - Pay As

efficient management model where

agement represents one of the greatest

become able to reduce the production

You Throw - and demonstrate its usability

citizens play an active part. Based on

municipal challenges, and the barriers to

of waste and its disposal in landfills and

in loco. Smart PAYT encourages citizens

smart equipment, this product allows the

the integration of smart systems prevail,

increase the levels of recycling and sep-

to separate and recycle their waste, by

monitored disposal of waste, through the

“POSEUR”, a PT2020 funding programme

arated collection of waste establishing a

giving them the chance to pay exclusively

installation of user identification devices,

on the sustainable and efficient operation

waste-to-value system.

for the waste they actually produce,

opening and blocking systems for the dis-

of resources, enables a line of funding to

CO-FUNDED:
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Deployments
Municipality:
Guimarães
Live 5G Neutral-Host Platform
Aligned with initiatives such as the Smartlamppost Joint
Venture, whose end goal is to design and implement different digital urban furniture as multi-tenant distributed
housing solutions, the 5G Neutral Hosting Platform augments the value proposition of such products, by creating a
marketplace whose end-goal is to facilitate the acquisition
of telecom sites to be used by different Mobile Network
Operators (MNOs) who may require added network capacity
and radio coverage. On a second level, the platform aggregates also information from deployed Small Cells inside
such Smartlamppost (or any other digital urban furniture
with built-in Telco capabilities) and allow for remote configuration of such equipment to enable a truly Multi-Operator environment following standard 3GPP-compliant RAN
(Radio Access Network) sharing scenarios.
The benefits of this Neutral Hosting Platform are clear:
by sharing both infrastructure and active telecom equip-

5G NEUTRAL-HOST
PLATFORM
The beginning

ment, Mobile Network Operators’ TCO is greatly reduced,
which also impacts OPEX on network maintenance and
overall operations. Furthermore, it opens up a whole new
market for new players to enter and join the overall 5G
ecosystem: through virtualisation technology and network
slicing techniques, different verticals may operate on a
dedicated 5G slice tailored to their business requirements,

The future

whose slice may have been provided by a dedicated MNO,
MVNO (Virtual Operator) or even the city council itself,

Ubiwhere’s acquired knowledge on 5G

new 5G concepts (network slicing and

This City Nervous System, a concept

together different stakeholders under a

as demonstrated in European Research projects such as

technology and Network Slicing has

neutral hosting) in real-life demonstra-

born in 2017, forms the basis of a 5G

common platform to (i) intelligently plan

5GCity by integrating new software components developed

been materialising into a 5G Neutral

tions, showcasing the added value such

Neutral-Host Platform: a platform con-

the deployment of new telecom sites and

by Ubiwhere, i2Cat and Accelleran. For cities, the ability to

Host platform, which is still in constant

technology brings to a variety of industry

necting Infrastructure Owners, System

multi-purpose digital urban furniture, (ii)

tap into the 5G market can be a major business opportu-

evolution. It all started in 2014 with

sectors. The proposal was accepted and

Integrators, MNOs (Mobile Network

manage telecom sites’ availability and

nity. The flexible Neutral Hosting Platform is enabling this

EU-funded H2020 R&I projects such

it has been deemed by the EC as a highly

Operators), Cities and Verticals (Ser-

multi-tenant leases, (iii) coordinate the

uprising of new players joining the overall 5G ecosystem.

as SELFNET and SONATA - all 5G-PPP

relevant 5G-PPP project. This milestone

vice Providers and Operators from

deployment and maintenance of 5G net-

Guimarães, Portugal, has kickstarted this initiative, having

phase 1 projects. Three years later, in a

marked Ubiwhere’s statement on the

different industry sectors) together to

works, (iv) collect different data from IoT

joined phase-1 of our 5G Neutral Hosting Platform and we

second stage, Ubiwhere, together with

design and implementation of a com-

jointly develop an open and common

devices and, finally, (v) host services and

are sure we are just getting started.

other 17 partners, submitted a proposal

plete City Nervous System, which we call

testbed for Smart Cities and verticals to

applications closer to the data source,

called 5GCity whose main intent was

Urbsense.

thrive leveraging 5G technology, Edge

based on Edge Computing hardware and

to make use of technology matured

Computing and IoT. Long-term speak-

management platforms.

during SELFNET and SONATA and apply

ing, the City Nervous System will bring

CO-FUNDED:
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A 5G-based unified V2X
Edge Cloud Platform.

How can we achieve truly global and

flow daily, while inducing extremely low

Unicle has been accepted as one of the

unified V2X (Vehicle-to-everything)

latency when processing and distributing

four selected startups to go through

communication? With 5G, Mobile Net-

it in a reliable manner. For this, Ubiwhere

a startup acceleration program called

work Operators (MNOs) will play a big

has been developing Unicle, a 5G-based

Porsche Accelerator, by Connector, in

role in providing connectivity to every

Edge Cloud Platform, that aims at bridg-

Madrid. This allowed Ubiwhere to validate

single vehicle on the road. With the latest

ing the gap between MNOs and the whole

and continuously enhance Unicle’s value

advancements of autonomous driving,

Automotive Industry as well as Transpor-

proposition and overall business model,

the infrastructure must be able to han-

tation Service Providers, to orchestrate a

together with one of the most prominent

dle the terabytes of expected data to

pleasant and safer driving experience.

automotive manufacturers.
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THUMBEO
CORPORATE

Main features
Vehicle reservation

Thumbeo Corporate defines the
next generation of shared mobility platforms for business while
offering transparency into the
total cost of ownership (TCO) of
a company’s fleet.

Pre-book the right vehicle for your needs.

Fleet expenses’ tracking
Keep track expenses like mileage, parking, tolls, gas,
extraordinary repairs, and insurances.

Support assistance
Report issues and get assistance when you have any
trouble with your company vehicle (take pictures and
store evidence for insurance purposes).

Ride and Cargo sharing
It enables o
 rganisations that run a fleet of vehi-

Save money and time by joining someone going your

cles to digitalise and centralise all the informa-

way or just ship goods for their destination.

tion about their vehicles, expenses, their usage
and maintenance while offering fleet owners the

Eco-friendly behaviour promoter

opportunity of d
 ecreasing the fleet size, vehicle

Get rewards for saving money and engaging in eco-

downtime, overall fuel consumption, unscheduled

friendly behaviours: share rides, save fuel, drive

maintenance needs and parking costs.

responsibly and use alternative means of mobility
when they’re available.

Driving analysis system
Reward eco-friendly and responsible drivers, using
driving patterns analysis system that can detect irre-

Deployments

sponsible or dangerous driving habits.

White-label & Scalable

Company:
PROEF

White-label platform totally customisable and scalable to fit all the enterprise needs, providing multiple
add-on solutions to reduce TCO up to 30%.

During 2019, the first deployment was successfully

idea of a car not being used in the company is far

ble for the full fleet (more than 200 vehicles) and

their fleet while monitoring it. This will be possible

initiated with a subset of PROEF’s large fleet of

worse than needing to manage these cars’ usual

every PROEF worker can have access to the app.

through the usage of OBD-II devices (On-Board

vehicles. This was a key moment since it allowed

monthly costs. This first pilot that Thumbeo Corpo-

Furthermore, new features will roll out from what

Diagnosis), providing the platform with important

Thumbeo Corporate to perceive the reality of a big

rate was able to achieve puts the app and the full

was tested and learnt during 2019. These new fea-

raw data to help decision-making. Additionally, a

fleet and its day-to-day challenges, the main pain

platform to the test, allowing for system expansion

tures include a complete fleet management suite

gamification module shall be added to the fleet

points of its users and fleet managers. According

and overall real-world testing.

with expense and maintenance tracking for the full

management suite, and provide useful insights

to Rui Alheiro, an executive member at PROEF, the

During 2020, Thumbeo Corporate will be availa-

fleet, allowing PROEF to unlock the full potential of

about the overall driving patterns.

CO-FUNDED:
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EATON
xStorage
Home

I

t’s becoming ever more important to reduce our CO2 footprint by leveraging renewable energy. However, sometimes
natural resources are scarce and not available 24-7. xStorage Home provides homeowners with a complete system,

easy to use, with everything needed to manage and store energy
at home. By charging when renewable energy is available, xStorage Home makes it possible to store and access clean energy
even when there’s no sun or wind and use it when energy costs
are high or demand is pressing lowering electricity bills.
The xStorage Home residential energy storage system includes
Eaton power electronics and a battery pack made-up new or
second-life Nissan LEAF batteries, which extends the lifecycle

The xStorage Home portals are intuitive and easy to use, display-

of electric vehicle batteries, thus lowering the environmental

ing real-time and aggregated data which enable users to make

impact of Electric Vehicles. Ubiwhere provides the expertise

smarter decisions and adapt each system’s operation schedule

gathered from years of research and development in Smart Cit-

to meet their particular wishes.

ies to deliver the xStorage Home portals so that xStorage Home

Software quality and continuous integration are guaranteed

users, and installers, can interact with their systems whenever

by a team of engineers specialized on each component of the

and wherever needed.

product’s stack. We design, develop and test everything from
the hardware interaction to the Cloud service infrastructure and
software application, providing full availability to the product
owner for fast-problem solving and technical support throughout
the development cycles.
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GEOPARQUE LITORAL
VIANA DO CASTELO
A pocket sized
tourist guide.

W

geological and cultural contextual information on the park’s elements. It will
include weather conditions’ data and
accommodation and food suggestions
and will benefit from advanced technolo-

ithin the strategy of the

gies such as geofencing and AR.

“All for All Portuguese

The interactive stations across the park

Tourism” program, we’ve

will also have a designed software solu-

been challenged to

tion, bringing a whole new level of inter-

develop diverse technological solutions

action to its visitors. Besides presenting

to guide visitors of the Geopark located in

relevant data about the park in different

Viana do Castelo and make their experi-

idioms, it will display multimedia infor-

ences unique.

mation related to specific interest points
of Geopark, several educational games

One of the key elements that we’re already

and an interactive timeline that will

developing is the web portal, that will

highlight the most relevant elements

work as a directory of points of interest,

throughout the ages, beginning with the

events, tourism offers with multi-classifi-

Paleozoic to this day.

ers (geographical, motivational, resources,
strategic products, others) based on

Last, but not least, Ubiwhere will also

pre-existing information. There will also

elaborate creative branding and pro-

be a customized backoffice that can be

motional images and videos and install

used through different levels of adminis-

distinctive entrance signs to provide an

tration users, simple to access and use.

accurate overview throughout the whole

We’re designing and implementing an

discovery of the Geopark.

accessible mobile app for Android and
iOS operating systems, to offer visitors
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PERCURSOS
PEDESTRES

Within the scope of this project, Ubiwhere
has also been creating a custom made
backoffice. It intends to manage all the

Portugal is a destination full of
unforgettable paths to explore.

aspects inherent to the management

W

register a new pedestrian route (where

of homologation processes of portuguese pedestrian routes. Given there are
many stakeholders involved, it will be an
essential tool to any entity that wishes to
it’s possible to upload documents, check

ith that in mind, the

the status of request, update user data,

Portuguese Camping and

among others) and, at the same time, to

Mountaineering Federa-

The mobile app allows
the tracking of each route

tion challenged Ubiwhere

to create a versatile and concrete set

that works as a true benefit for all those

while it’s being done, alerts

of technological solutions to gather all

looking for a closer contact with nature.

the users if they’re stepping out

relevant information regarding Portuguese

The web portal and the mobile app

tions of places to stay, to eat and to visit.

the route, allows them to share

pedestrian routes.

provide information about every single

In addition, each route has an overall

the routes throughout social media

Bearing this in mind, we’ve been work-

Portuguese pedestrian route, taking into

ranking for various characteristics, such

ing closely with the Portuguese Camp-

consideration its location - starting and

as available information, landscape, sig-

problems in real time (so that Portu-

ing and Mountaineering Federation to

finishing points, level of difficulty, dis-

naling, preservation and attractiveness,

guese Camping and Mountaineering

present a web portal and a mobile app

tance, time, beginning and several sugges-

given by those who already explored it.

Federation can act as soon as possible).

the Portuguese Camping and Mountaineering Federation staff, that will have
constant access to all the information
needed in their daily-basis tasks.

channels and to report incidents and
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FAVAIOS
TALE

A

After defining the brand’s name, there
were a set of technological and multimedia changes needed to completely revitalize this winery and its touristic offers:
• requalification of the interpretive
center space (through interactive tables
and sensory technology for a more per-

dega Cooperativa de Favaios

sonalized experience) and of the store

has been one of the most

(with new pieces of furniture and appeal-

prestigious wineries in Portugal

ing equipment);

since 1952. The spirit of coop-

erativism of its 550 associates, allied to

• route definition and signage (through

the knowledge of the “people of Favaios”,

the implementation of a mix of visitation

has boosted the production of the Mosca-

circuits at the winery facilities and the

• requalification of the tasting room

tel Galego Branco variety, making Mosca-

structuring of obligatory stop spaces on

(providing the room with modern equip-

tel de Favaios one of the most emblem-

the visitation route);

ment and technologies to support the

atic Portuguese wines.

interpretation of wines);
• definition and creation of new digital

Ubiwhere was challenged to create a

information channels (a new website

• requalification of the physical space

specific brand dedicated to the Adega

dedicated to wine tourism, an e-com-

of the aging of Moscatel (create a sen-

Cooperativa de Favaios’ wine tourism

merce platform, and several promotional

sory platform in the aging space of wines

sector. And that’s how the brand Favaios

videos);

with 360º technology);

the unique wine stories that unroll in the

• definition and creation of new graphic

• continuous monitoring of the wine

Douro river.

communication materials (institutional

tourism activity of the winery (with the

brochure, photographic portfolio of the

regular reporting of the wine tourism

winery resources and several flyers inher-

operation, associating with impact and

Favaios Tale represents another example

ent to the new wine tourism offer);

result indicators).

of Ubiwhere’s expertise in the creation

Tale was born. To open the doors to all

To open the doors to all the
unique wine stories that
unroll in the Douro river.

of innovative technological tools in the
Tourism sector to provide remarkable
and unforgettable experiences, adding up value
to the region and all the
stakeholders involved.
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SURF NO CROWD
Away from the crowd,
closer to the sea.

One of the most significant stages of the
project will occur during 2020: the organization of “Surf No Crowd Fest”. This will
Our challenge is to convince people of all

be the final project’s event, taking place

ages, at a national and international scope,

in the three municipalities that are being

to visit these destinations, and this way fos-

After finishing the logo and the visual identity manual,

promoted. Besides celebrating surf as a

ter new opportunities for the tourism sector

we’ve been working on several communication topics:

sport, the event will be a meeting point for

his initiative aims to promote the

and the surf community itself.

• ambassadors strategy;

everyone that’s looking for calm vibes, cool

coastal area of Coimbra, centre

To this end, we handled the conception

• social media management;

music, warming people and delicious food,

of Portugal - namely Cantan-

of a global communication strategy.

• events’ organization;

away from the crowd, closer to the sea.

hede, Figueira da Foz and Mira -

The first step consisted in understanding

• professional photo shoots (including underwater sets);

for its culture and tradition, but most of all

what would be the best visual approach

• graphic design (promotional material and merchan-

for their peaceful and beautiful beaches,

to represent a destination quite distinct

dising production);

perfect for practicing surf.

from the rest of Portugal.

• creative branding and promotional videos.

T
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STAYOVER
FÁTIMA-TOMAR
A region of opportunities
to explore

A

web portal developed towards the promotion of the
area of “Médio Tejo”, in the centre of Portugal, as a
touristic integrated product. The concept is pretty
simple: each user accessing the portal and booking

two nights, or more, at one of the participating accommodation
units, collects points on their “Stayover Card” which can previously trade for experiences, discounts our free entrances within
the region.
The portal offers the world a window to the culture, sightseeing
spots and experiences of this region. By combining an accommodation in the region of “Médio Tejo” with the discovery of nature,
adventure, historical, gastronomic or leisure experiences, the
tourists will definitely keep their visits in their minds.
It is much more than an ordinary stayover in Portugal. It is an
opportunity to find out all the secrets that are supposedly hidden, by having a close contact with the habitants, the culture,
the smells, the places.
Ubiwhere covered its development, UI/UX design and implemented the communication strategy, assisting on Press and
online means, particularly on social media.
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CASA+

C

POUPA
ENERGIA

C

asA+ is an online portal, created in the scope of
european project “Request2Action”, funded by
the Programme “Intelligent Energy Europe” and
promoted by the European Commission, that fos-

ters and manages the relationship between demand and
supply of energy efficiency solutions.

It works as a one-stop-shop where it is possible to gather
hoosing the best light and gas seller is

a range of energy-efficient professionals and services

not always easy. We consider differ-

available to the consumer and to obtain proposals and

ent factors, such as the packages

budgets as well as access to more information regarding

available in the market but,

the energy efficiency of private housing.

essentially, we look at the price. And

Bearing in mind that portals represent channels of access

that’s exactly why the Poupa Energia Por-

to useful information and process facilitation, casA + was

tal has emerged, with the purpose of creating

born to streamline, facilitate and giving confidence to

a platform where consumers can proceed to the

individuals to carry out energy efficiency improvements.

free choice of sellers, in a clear and fast way.

Ubiwhere was responsible for the responsive web design
and full implementation of the platform.

Ubiwhere was the chosen entity by ADENE to develop
this solution, a public portal that provides all the offers
of electricity and natural gas sellers available in the
liberalised market. Just a click away, this portal gives
the possibility of carrying out different simulations and
considering the profile of consumption of each consumer,
conclude which tariffs and respective sellers best suit

It holds useful information
about this emerging reality, advising consumers about the several
advantages when choosing an

their needs. Moreover, this portal provides several rele-

electric vehicle. It also includes

vant information related to energy efficiency, with a set

a step by step tutorial that explains

of tips that foster behavioural change in order to reduce

how electric vehicles should be

energy consumption in the daily routine.

charged and that displays the available
EV charging stations across Portugal.

The most recent add-on
specially developed is
related to the electric
mobility sector.

In short, this portal, that resulted from
the cooperation between ADENE and
Ubiwhere, represents a “fast, uncomplicated, transparent and dematerialized process”, that already has more
than 3300 regular users, more than
320 tariffs available for consultation
and adhesion and savings of more than
349 000 euros.
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In this sense, the motto also aims to be
an alert for the population that, unconsciously, adopts habits without environmental concern or sustainability with the
planet. This is a campaign co-financed
by the Environmental Fund of the Ministry of the Environment, as part of various
actions to raise awareness of the efficient use of water in various sectors.
For Ubiwhere, this was a significant
step in the creation and development
of advertising projects nationwide and
represents a new stage in the technology company that has been consistently
investing and standing out in the communication area.

ÁGUAS DE PORTUGAL

I

n the context of a Public National

effectively mark the difference. This is a

Tender and among several appli-

fully-built campaign by Ubiwhere, which

cations received, Ubiwhere was

covered several communication strands

the entity chosen for the develop-

such as: creative concept and campaign

ment of Águas de Portugal’s most recent

branding, press, radio and television

awareness campaign.

ads, merchandising materials, digital

The campaign has the motto “Água com

advertising and social media, and spe-

um pingo de consciência” (“Water with

cific awareness sessions for municipal

a drop of consciousness”) and has as its

and schools.

main target the big consumers of water.
In the official campaign’s presentation,
The objective is to counteract the ten-

the Environment Minister, João Pedro

dency of waste in water consumption,

Matos Fernandes, affirmed that “rational

disruptively and with an irreverent

use of water” is a message that needs

graphic concept, leading the consumer

to reach “urban consumers and large

to think how their small habits can

consumers”.
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PAVILHÃO DA ÁGUA

T

he Water Pavilion aims at

available in each experiment provides

demonstrating the importance

the visitors with immersive navigation

of water for life, as well as

in the available experiences, along with

raising the citizens’ conscious-

an interactive quiz (for kids and adults),

ness about its sustainable consumption

called the Game of Vita.

and usage. Thanks to a mobile applica-

Ubiwhere has also developed an intuitive

tion developed by Ubiwhere, available

backoffice to manage the app’s content

for both Android and iOS, every visitor’s

and monitor some indicators regarding

experience becomes enriched by a closer

visitors’ actions and ratings.

approach to all of the current surround-

The Water Pavilion is a journey to the

ings in the pavilion.

universe of water, as a strategic and
essential resource for life. Águas do Porto

This application gives access to informa-

has been managing it since 2011, and it

tion about news, the activities performed

is, therefore, another project of reference

there, and through an interactive map

for Ubiwhere’s portfolio of interactive

or by reading the different QR Codes

solutions.

After being closed for remodelling
since 2016, the inauguration of the
Water Pavilion (Pavilhão da Água)
finally happened, bringing new
spaces, experiences and dynamics,
and where a mobile application, fully
developed by Ubiwhere, stood out.
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QUALITY
Program for Qualification and
Valorization of Local Accommodation

P

ortugal is one of the most

Based on its needs, AHRESP, Portu-

This initiative responds to the chal-

desirable destinations in the

guese Restaurants and Hotels Asso-

lenges of the sector, by offering tools

world, not only to live, but also

ciation, entrusted Ubiwhere with the

to support the management and

to visit. With sun and beach,

development of the QUALITY Portal,

guarantee of quality of service, that

river and mountain, Lusitanian lands

a Program for Local Accommodation

are essential for the promotion and

have been annually receiving millions

Qualification and Valorisation.

projection of the business and, conse-

of tourists, who find in this country an

quently, for the appreciation of Portu-

irreproachable culture.

gal as a tourist destination. Ubiwhere

Therefore, local accommodation

was responsible for designing and

enthusiasts are gaining notoriety and

developing the Portal, that resulted

they need the appropriate tools to
develop their project.

in an appealing design project that
answers adequately to the customer needs.

EUROCID

U

biwhere was challenged to
improve Eurocid, a web portal
of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
that works as the access point of

all the relevant European Union information in the Portuguese language.
With a renewed image, Eurocid is now
faster and more intuitive to its users. In a
single place, the citizens can access the
most relevant news and topics related
with the EU, current EU job and internship
opportunities, what the EU has to offer to
its inhabitants and much more details.

Ubiwhere has proven, once again,
that’s ready to transform outdated
websites into a feasible and
distinctive solution.
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Smart
Cities

2019

As time goes by, the world population
keeps growing, especially the percentage living in urban environments.
In fact, cities use up to 80% of the
world’s resources while occupying
only 2% of the global territory. This
is boosting several problems, such
as the difficulty with planning and
managing this fast and forced urbanization, facing these scary climate
changes, the lack of drinkable water,
the extreme droughts and floods, and
even the increasingly higher stress
levels of citizens on their daily basis.
As fancy as it may seem, the smart
cities movement is not a luxury topic,
uniquely addressed to main cities
with a lot of money and population.
It is about providing people with
the best solutions for their daily life
problems, it is about involving several
people with different responsibilities
and backgrounds and trying to understand the problems of every single
one of them to ultimately offer the
best solutions. It is about sustainability, about ensuring that we can aim
at waking up to a (better) tomorrow.
We need to try to consider both parts
- people’s goals and the effects these
life changes have both on the planet
and on their lives. While thinking
about smart cities, we can consider a
wide variety of areas, with our company giving its contribution by focusing on mobility, tourism, energy, and
efficient resource management.
Our work and ambition in research
and innovation projects target these
challenges, to help our communities
become more sustainable and efficient, thanks to interoperability and
innovative technologies or use cases.
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CEF DIGITAL
BUILDING BLOCKS
In the context of the Digital Single
Market, more and more public
administrations across the EU
are adopting open and reusable
solutions to create generic digital
public administration components,
known as Building Blocks, which
can be used to facilitate the
delivery of digital public services
by public organisations.
Find out how Ubiwhere is already using open solutions to shape a Digital Europe

cess stories, by the European Commis-

W

use of CEF Context Broker is part of

data silos, connect all systems and unify

Catalogue.

sion, concretely the Connecting Europe

Ubiwhere’s strategy to reach the inter-

data for unprecedented transparency.

Today, we can replicate our solutions

Facility Building Blocks unit.

national level, specialising in smart and

The Context Broker, part of the FIWARE

developed for one city (such as Porto) in

sustainable solutions with the primary

ecosystem, recently adopted as one of

any other aspiring smart city. With Con-

goal of improving people’s lives. These

CEF Building Blocks, provides an open

text Broker, we create live ecosystems

solutions require a lot of data from

platform to collect and consolidate data

of data that are changing the way ser-

multiple domains, which is scattered

from different IoT devices which Ubi-

vices are developed and consumed for a

in different systems and formats. Since

where uses to create new innovative pub-

smarter and more sustainable tomorrow,

developing proprietary solutions for

lic services. The data is then transformed

leveraging the research activities per-

data gathering and consolidation can

to meaningful information for the city

formed in pan-European projects, such as

be resource consuming and scales

officials’ decision-making dashboards,

Synchronicity, EMBERS and SmartSDK.

SMEs and startups across Europe are
also already using these smart solutions
to build their businesses, and Ubiwhere
has been acquainted as one of the suc-

ith the vision of becom-

poorly, Ubiwhere has opted for a stand-

helping cities to transparently assess

ing an international

ards-based solution that can be replicated

the effect of their policies on its citizens’

reference in Smart Cities

and applied to any city’s existing technical

quality of life, made available in solutions

and interoperability, the

infrastructure, a solution that could break

like the Urban Platform or the Mobility
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SYNCHRONICITY

T

he vision of SynchroniCity

SynchroniCity
is an innovative
project
intended to
create a Single
Digital City
Market for
Europe.

with identified interoperability points

(Mexico) and Seongnam (Korea). The

SynchroniCity is born, providing a

initiative to inspire others - cities and

project already connects 35 partners

balanced ecosystem for IoT-enabled

business - to join the established eco-

We face improving energy efficiency, as a

from different continents.This project

smart city solutions where IoT device

system and contribute to the emerging

cost-effective and sustainable strategy to

counts with the solid and wide knowl-

manufacturers, system integrators and

marketplace by participating on the

POCITYF aims at turning key infrastruc-

help mitigate many of the urban challenges.

edge of hard-working people all over

solution providers can innovate and

second wave of successful pilots. They

tures, technologies and city services,

Following this approach, we’ve co-launched

Europe, people from several initiatives

openly compete.

strengthen the ecosystem by creating

smarter, making cities safer, greener and

the POCITYF project, with EDP, University

(such as OASC, FIWARE, FIRE, EIP-

more responsive to their citizens’ and

of Évora, Évora’s City Council and 41 other

SCC) and with important partners who

With an already emerging founda-

Europe, and globally, to establish a

organizations needs.

partner companies.

have leading roles in standardization

tion, SynchroniCity has established a

strong European presence in a global

bodies (like ITU, ETSI, IEEE, OMA,

reference architecture for the envi-

digital single market of IoT-enabled

IETF). From this team of experts,

sioned IoT-enabled city marketplace

solutions.

is not only to pioneer the
establishment of such an
environment but to pilot it

in reference zones across 8 European
countries addressing 3 key IoT-enabled smart city application areas.
These reference zones are based
on cities at the forefront of smart
city development covering different
geographies, cultures and sizes and

POCITYF

include Antwerp (BE), Carouge (CH),
Eindhoven (NL), Helsinki (FI), Manchester (UK), Milan (IT), Porto (PT)
and Santander (ES).Globally, Syn-

A Positive Energy City Transformation
Framework

CO-FUNDED:

chroniCity adds committed replicating reference zones, including Léon

and interfaces and data models for
different verticals. This includes tools
for co-creation & integration of legacy platforms & IoT devices for urban
services and enablers for data discovery, access and licensing, lowering the
barriers for participation on the market. SynchroniCity has piloted these
foundations in the reference zones
together with a set of citizen-centred
services in three high impact areas,
showing the value to cities, businesses
and citizens involved, linked directly
to the global market. With a running
start, SynchroniCity takes an inclusive
approach and serves as a lighthouse

a positive ripple effect throughout

CO-FUNDED:
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NEANIAS
Novel EOSC services for emerging
atmosphere, underwater and space
challenges.

An intelligent
system to
shift casual
EV charging
energy
consumption
to periods of
higher energy
production.

CO-FUNDED:

drEVen was created on the scope

tion into good use, by charging their

of Ubiwhere’s winning proposal for

vehicles from clean energy and at a

VICINITY’s second Open Call. Our

reduced tariff.

vision was to create an intelligent
system to uphold the exploitation of

Drivers should be notified with the

clean (otherwise unused) energy on

best timings in which they can ben-

EV charging and showcase how an

efit from lower EV charging tariffs,

energy producer may double as EV

through a mobile app integrated into

Charging Operator, and by adopt-

the solution. The settlement and

ing an OCPP-compliant EV charging

billing solutions must be powered

station, foster a new decentralised

by an open and public Blockchain,

circular economy.

adding transparency and trust in the

To validate this system, Smartlamp-

process, through openly accessible

post, integrated with Magnum Cap’s

and auditable Smart Contracts.

EV charging solution, was installed

N

EANIAS was created on the

and revolutionary investigation prac-

On a technological point of view,

scope of the challenge “Pro-

tices applied on atmospheric, sub-

NEANIAS will allow a wide and flexi-

totyping New Innovative Ser-

aquatic, and spacial investigation. Each

ble distribution of these services. On a

vices” set out in the foressen

one of the developed services, will not

sustainable level, it will potentiate the

actions of European Open Science

only respond to the specific challenges

identification of avant-garde business

Cloud (EOSC) Roadmap. EOSC is an

of each community, but also facilitate

cases with potential within the communities involved.

in Enercountim facilities (Alcoutim,

drEVen’s integration with the EV

open cloud environment developed by

its effective transition into the concepts

Portugal), in the company’s Solar

charging industry OCPP proto-

the EC with two main purposes: Store,

comprised by EOSC and the values of

Lab. The data collected from the

col, and move to open and public

process and share all data collected

Open Science.

IoT sensors integrated into VICIN-

blockchains, enables the basis for a

from scientific research and emphasize

ITY’s platform designated the best

completely decentralised EV charg-

the predominant part played by Europe

NEANIAS offers its communities access

Air Quality estimation, monitoring and

timing for EV charging, based on

ing ecosystem. All billing functions

in this field at a global scale.

to an extensive set of resources, collab-

forecasting, which cover many urban

production and storage capacity as

(automatic), settlements and agree-

This project aims essentially at the

oration instruments and interdisciplinary

sectors among which industry, mobility,

well as market conditions. This way,

ments are supported by the mobile

co-design, development and integra-

research mechanisms, thus allowing

health and environment. We’ll also be

EV drivers could be incentivized to

application, with an integrated

tion into EOSC of innovative thematic

each community to extend their research

responsible for these services’ valida-

put this excessive energy produc-

cryptocurrency wallet.

services resulting from scientific results

activities.

tion and integration into the EOSC.

Ubiwhere will be essentially involved in
the development of services regarding

CO-FUNDED:
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Every day we work in order to
develop new ideas, new products and
services that contribute to a better
and sustainable tomorrow. Focused
on solving problems that affect
society on a daily basis, we imagine,
explore and create innovative tools
for changing environments. We truly
believe that our work is important
and necessary.
As we should be aware, the telecommunications industry is always
changing: new improvements and
interesting opportunities are raised
for service providers. With our focus
always on the customer’s and society’s needs, our portfolio includes
a wide variety of products, services
and SaaS for the Telecom and Future
Internet areas. Our outstanding
results can be happily seen all over
the world.

5.2.
Telecom and
Future Internet
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5GCITY
5GCity is an H2020 project, part of
5G-PPP Phase 2 portfolio, funded
by the EC.

I

n the scope of the project, a distrib-

and implemented. This open, common and

uted Edge Cloud and radio plat-

multi-tenant platform, integrates Edge Comput-

form for 5G Neutral Hosts (such as

ing, as an extension of the cloud’s centralized

municipalities and infrastructure

architecture all the way to the edge of the net-

owners) has been designed, developed

work. The platform incorporates a hierarchical
architecture embedding network and computing and storage resources distributed across
Small Cells, in several elements throughout the
city: lampposts, urban furniture, street
cabinets, and data centers.
The overarching goal of 5GCity is
to demonstrate the benefits of the
Neutral Hosting paradigm and how
different stakeholders may tap
into the 5G market and benefit
from its ability to deliver the
much needed KPIs (Key Performance Index) for specific
verticals’ requirements.

To this end, the platform demonstrates

hyperconnected 5G distributors directly

how different Service Providers may

impacts on telecommunication pro-

request a dedicated 5G slice composed

viders, municipalities and the vertical

of both 5G radio and compute resources

sectors involved. A total of 5 different

on which different services and applications will run - most of them it the

use cases have been designed and
deployed, demonstrating what the

Edge, closer to the user, to achieve lower

added value of such Neutral Hosting par-

latency and make use of widely and

adigm is for different verticals; Ubiwhere,

possibly smaller and more constrained

in turn, has implemented a CCAM (Coop-

compute resources.

erative and Connected Automated Mobil-

5G City has successfully illustrated,

ity) scenario, compliant with standard

through pilots held in Barcelona, Bristol

C-ITS architecture, having demonstrated

and Lucca, how reinforcing the city’s

how crucial 5G technology will be for the

infrastructures and turning them into

whole autonomous driving market.

CO-FUNDED:
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CARAMEL
The damaging effects of
cyberattacks to an industry like
the Cooperative Connected and
Automated Mobility (CCAM) can
be tremendous.

F
5

5GZORRO

rom the least important to the

address modern vehicles’ cyberse-

worst ones, one can mention

curity challenges applying advanced

for example the damage in the

Artificial Intelligence and Machine

reputation of vehicle man-

Learning techniques, and also to

ufacturers, the increased denial of

continuously seek methods to mitigate

customers to adopt CCAM, the loss of

associated safety risks. In order to

and penetration scenarios. Ubiwhere

working hours (having direct impact on

address cybersecurity considerations

has been actively involved in ETSI’s

the European GDP), material damages,

for the already available autonomous

industry specification group ISGMEC

increased environmental pollution due

(and connected) vehicles, well-estab-

(working on a European standard

to, e.g., traffic jams or malicious mod-

lished methodologies coming from the

for edge computing), having been

ifications in sensors’ firmware, and

ICT sector will be adopted, allowing to

selected as part of the Specialist Task

ultimately, the great danger for human

assess vulnerabilities and impacts of

Force, whose main objective is to

lives, either they are drivers, passen-

potential cyber attacks. Although past

develop a Testing Framework which

gers or pedestrians.

initiatives and cybersecurity projects

will ensure a correct implementation

CARAMEL’s goal is to proactively

related to the automotive industry

of such standard by third party enti-

GZORRO hopes to leverage the

aged - all of this autonomously, having in

The objectives of such project are well-

have reached to security assurance

ties. Such acquired knowledge and

previous work conducted in

mind different policies, constraints and

aligned with the future of Ubiwhere’s 5G

frameworks for networked vehicles,

experience with MEC systems will

various SDN and NFV projects

requirements. For this reason, 5GZORRO

Neutral Hosting Platform, as the adop-

several newly introduced technolog-

ensure the project’s use cases are

and advance such research and

will study which DLT (Distributed Ledger

tion of Blockchain technology may, for

ical dimensions like 5G, autopilots,

successfully deployed, by providing a

acquired know-how into a zero-touch

Technology) is most suitable for the 5G

instance, enable for a truly open, secure

and smart charging of Electric Vehi-

local breakout to different radio tech-

automated solution capable of autono-

sector (and, thus, all involved parties

and trusted marketplace involving dif-

cles (EVs) introduce cybersecurity

nologies and, thus, enabling interoper-

mously managing and orchestrating 5G

in common 5G networks - Operators,

ferent actors from the 5G value chain.

gaps, not yet satisfactorily addressed.

ability across different environments.

networks and services, in a multi-stake-

System Integrator and Service Providers,

Such technology would bring trust to the

Considering the entire supply chain of

Based on the past experience from

holder environment. To do this, a security

for instance) and design and implement

system, easing stakeholders’ mind when

automotive operations, CARAMEL tar-

other security-related H2020 projects

and trust layer must be designed and

different set of business logic in the form

conducting business with other parties,

gets to reach to commercial anti-hack-

and mission-critical V2X (vehicle-to-

implemented, so that multiple parties can

of Smart Contracts, so that governance,

while, at the same time, protecting them

ing intrusion detection and prevention

everything) deployments (5GCity),

safely negotiate with one another while

enforcement of rules and penalties and

from unmet SLAs.

products for the European automotive

Ubiwhere aims at contributing in the

being assured that negotiated SLAs will

auditable is possible, in such an open and

cybersecurity and to demonstrate

design and development of security

be maintained and intelligently man-

trustless environment.

their value through extensive attack

and trusted computing functionalities.

CO-FUNDED:

CO-FUNDED:
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dgeTube aims to study

form which brings Operators’ costs

The developed prototype allowed

another potential exploita-

down, while enforcing the share of

Ubiwhere to develop a new technol-

tion of our Smartlamppost

high-quality content. When deployed

ogy which may be of value to Mobile

solution, a smart furniture

at the edge, the application instructs

Network Operators and/or ISPs, as

enabler of flexible and cost-effective

on-site streamers (event attendees,

it has the benefits of reducing costs

5G networks and services at the edge,

for instance, using the accompany-

when intelligently leveraging the new

by the media industry.. Having in mind

ing and dedicated EdgeTube mobile

Edge Computing paradigm. In the

Smartlamppost’s capabilities to offer

app) about the quality of the video

future, the mobile application may

both a 5G network and Edge Comput-

content being streamed - if there is

be used as a collaborative platform

ing, which may be used to augment

another person on-site filming the

where users would be incentivised

the Quality of Service and Experience

same scene, the system automati-

by content-consumers to produce

(QoS/E) in dedicated applications or

cally discards the duplicate one and

and capture better videos of specific

services, H2020 FLAME’s framework

distributes only the best ones to the

scenes or area of an event (unique

has been used as the enabler of a new

cloud. When deployed in scale at big

footage that no one else is live

application tailored to Service Pro-

events, the bandwidth savings for

streaming).

viders of the media industry: a very

U

UNICRINF
NICRINF aims at creating

The emergency agnostic network pro-

an automated way of estab-

vides on-site support for victims’ triage

lishing a new agnostic net-

with a dedicated platform, while at the

work after a natural disaster

same time broadcasting information to

or emergency has taken place. Being

citizens advising on specific actions.

Telco Operators can be substantial.

self-aware, UNICRINF monitors differ-

The project hopes to become a stand-

efficient edge-based crowdsourced

All of this while enforcing users to

ent data from a heterogeneous pool of

ard in automated and intelligent emer-

video acquisition and streaming plat-

share higher-quality content.

sensors and timely acts autonomously,

gency network deployment, making

deploying a new network based on

use of all available infrastructure: fibre,

available mobile handsets and surviving

radio and satellite.

infrastructure.

CO-FUNDED:

CO-FUNDED:
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URBSENSE

U

MOBILIZADOR 5G (5GO)

RBSENSE is an innovative technological project that

Integration of an Administration Platform, for the interoperable

consists of the development of the necessary tech-

management of assets, equipment rental and recommendation

nology to upgrade all kinds of urban furniture with

mechanisms for SLP and connected urban infrastructures;

wireless, computing, networking, storage and admin-

istration functionalities. It will focus on turning Smartlamppost

Adoption of Edge Computing, to connect and optimize the

solution into a neutral hosting platform that will allow telecom

infrastructure potentiating services with a faster response;

operators, service providers and content distributors to rent this
infrastructure for the deployment of their solutions.

Transportation, cooperative, connected and automated mobility
and smart traffic management functionalities;

With this project, Ubiwhere intends to respond to the most

The fifth-generation mobile network it’s
finally here!

O

vertaking the limits of imagination
and becoming an authentic reality, 5G
comes to revolution the speed, reliability, capacity and response times of

wireless communications.

essential challenges that rise along with the 5G network through

Environmental management components, air quality monitoring,

these key elements:

and integration with e-mobility vehicles;

MOB5G is a R&D project, co-funded by the RDEF,

MOB5G holds the main purpose of promoting

with the purpose of promoting the 5G network

the 5G network service in Portugal.

Energy efficiency, smart lighting and electric vehicles charging

service in Portugal.

functionalities and the reuse of existing infrastructures.

The consortium in charge of this project is lead

It will essentially consist on the investigation,

by Altice Labs and comprised by the firms Altran

conception and integrated validation of a set of

Portugal, EFACEC Energia, EFACEC Engenharia e

qualified products of the functional domains of 5G

Sistemas, Faculdade de Ciências e Tecnologia da

network: Access (CRAN, CPE, probing), manage-

URBSENSE reunites multiple vertical domains and data col-

Universidade de Coimbra, INESC TEC, Instituto de

ment, control (Policy, MANO, AAA / DNS, moni-

lected from diverse sources in a unified ecosystem (Urban

Telecomunicações, IT Center, Nokia Solutions and

toring) and security (IDPS, Vulnerability Assess-

Platform) that allows service providers to optimize their oper-

Networks Portugal, One Source, PDM & FC, UBI-

ment System, Honeynet). These products will be

ational efficiency and city managers to make better decisions.

WHERE, TICE.PT and WAVECOM. Distinguished

capable of supporting services and products for

entities such as EDP Infraestruturas de Portugal,

the areas of IoT (e.g. monitoring of power distribu-

MEO, Porto de Aveiro and Viatel are also part of

tion networks) and broadband (video streaming)

this initiative.

media with application on both business models

URBSENSE will be validated in the pilot-cities
of Porto, Barcelona and
Helsinki and effectively
prepared for large-scale
market launch.
CO-FUNDED:

B2B and B2C. At the final stage, all products will
be integrated, validated, and demonstrated in an
ecosystem that promotes new 5G services, which
will benefit from a realistic test environment (an
extended university campus).
The project will last 36 months, from January 2018
to December of 2020, thus being aligned with
the 5G technologies worldwide implementation
calendar.

CO-FUNDED:
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Creating new solutions that
respond to the challenges of the
market is our brand image. Paying attention to the needs and
demands of the next generations,
we have developed highly innovative technological products in the
different areas in which we operate - smart cities and telecommunications.

6.1.
Ventures
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SMARTLAMPPOST
Metalogalva, specialized in the design
and manufacture of metal structures,
having the capacity and skills needed
to perform prototype tests, assembling
level and/or structural strength. PROEF

Smartlamppost is a modular
concept of urban furniture
allowing Municipalities, Tower
and Infrastructures companies
to future-proof their offer with a
wide range of flexible and high-end
housing solutions.

Group, composed by more than 25
companies and currently present in 11
countries with an overall figure of 1,500
employees, capable of planning, installing and maintaining different solutions
in the areas of telecommunications,
electricity and renewable energy. Last
but not the least there’s us, Ubiwhere
one of the most prominent R&I SME
in Europe with different commercial
products worldwide, having spun off
multiple other companies in the process. Through this highly valuable joint
venture, Smartlamppost hopes to scale
globally, ready to tackle the ever evolv-

S

ing challenges cities and citizens face
every day.
martlamppost is a Smart City

Through smart and modular urban

elegant not only pole-sharing but also

enabler, providing the foun-

furniture, Smartlamppost allows munic-

RAN sharing solutions. In practice, this

Imagine a world where a street light

dations for other value added

ipalities to future-proof their city, while

translates into new opportunities for

pole could be much more than just

services to be deployed and

creating monetary value for Operators

cities and a much reduced TCO (Total

regular metal infrastructure scattered

and Service Providers across different

Cost of Ownership) for MNOs. The same

across a city. What if we could repur-

verticals. Aligned with the company’s

principle applies to eMobility Operators

pose this highly available infrastructure

Smartlamppost (SLP) is Ubiwhere’s

focus on 5G research and through

and Service Providers: the deployment

to provide even more value to citizens

answer to modern city’s most demand-

software-defined networks and virtual-

time of a compatible EV (Electric Vehi-

and improve the city’s layout? In fact,

ing challenges regarding connectivity,

isation technology, SLP is implementing

cle) charging station is much reduced,

it could even be an opportunity to earn

e-mobility needs and telecommuni-

different solutions enabling a cost-ef-

as there is no need to deploy new

money and profit.

cations scalability (ubiquitous 5G).

fective massive Small Cell rollout. Hav-

infrastructure, providing the multi-pur-

ing in mind the value of the Neutral Host

pose nature of Smartlamppost, greatly

approach, where Infrastructure owners

reducing also city clutter.Smartlamp-

(municipalities, for instance) rent out

post is a joint venture created by differ-

space and network capacity to Mobile

ent Portuguese companies, each with

Network Operators (MNOs), SLP hopes

their own expertise domain, sharing a

to become the industry’s reference for

common goal: to develop an innovative

5G Neutral Hosting, enabling easy and

ecosystem of high-quality solutions.

for new business to foster.

It is not a dream
anymore.
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We are proud to say that we have
many partners who work alongside
us. Each one of us is specialized and
extremely good in theirs fields. This
big team counts with service providers, telecom operators, system
integrators, SME developers and
Research and Academic institutes.
Only with this help, and by working as
a multidisciplinary team with a truly
synergy philosophy, we can achieve
better results which leads our orientation and results to a better port.
Because we work like this, each one
of us can, than, preset better results
to their clients, which contributes to
an improvement of their image and
notoriety.

6.2.
Partners
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Partners
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We establish strategic alliances so
that we can achieve better results
and see that others can also increase
their performance. Therefore we both
leverage our potential and become
more solid and stronger companies.
We all get some competitive advantage and increase. Establishing strategic partnerships has been crucial to
our company, especially companies
and associations and create solid and
long-lasting alliances.

6.3.
Alliances
101

Our strategy has a deep
focus on improving internal
processes in order to surpass
clients’ expectations.
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